Homework Groups

CSE 20 Winter 2021
Overview

• Check here for the homework group and grading policies:
  • https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi21/cse20-ab/index.html

• You are allowed to work in groups of up to four students on homeworks
Finding Groupmates

• We recommend using the piazza tool
  • [https://piazza.com/class/kj4jeg6ju5j24m?cid=5](https://piazza.com/class/kj4jeg6ju5j24m?cid=5)

• Within this, you can create a new post with your name, email, and the number of groupmates you’re looking for

• You can also look through other students requests, comment on their posts, or send them an email

• Once your group is full, mark your request as closed.